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Summary
This investigation provides answers to the question ‘which doubleedged razor blade brand should I use in my leather paring machine?’
Although the tests were limited and did not cover all brands of blade,
there is broadly speaking an answer to the question but you need to
balance sharpness, wear resistance and cost for your particular needs.
All razor blades are given proprietary coatings to their cutting edges so
the hardness of the underlying steel is not a guide to the performance of
the blade in practice. The criteria used here are: initial sharpness;
sharpness after a set amount of use; cost. Apparatus based on ISO8442
was constructed to measure sharpness out of the packet and after paring
1 metre of leather; comparison of these two readings gave an indication
of the wear of the blade under conditions representative of bookbinding.
Statistical analyses were used on the data to produce valid results.
If your need is for the sharpest blade choose one at the top of Table 1.
Bear in mind though that the sharpest blades are not as wear resistant
as other blades further down the table.
If you pare a lot of leather and you are more interested in blades lasting
a long time choose one at the top of Table 2. Top of the table is the
Durham-Duplex Ceramic which will out last all the other blades by
between 10 and 20 times but there are other factors to consider before
rushing to purchase. You will almost certainly be better looking a little
further down the list.
Cost is inevitably a factor in deciding which blade to use so you will
need to balance your choices from Tables 1 & 2 with the price
information in Table 3. Although there is one blade that lasts 10 times
longer than the others it also costs 10 times as much and is only
available in wholesale quantities so it may not be your best choice.
And one final revelation: out of interest I tested a 10A scalpel blade for
out-of-the-box sharpness. All razor blades except one were sharper
than the scalpel!
You can read my conclusions on page 16.
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Introduction
There are over 50 brands of double-edged (DE) razor blades on the
market and deciding which one to use for leather paring seems to be
based on a combination of personal experience, received wisdom and
prejudice. Although I value others’ experience, as an engineer by
training I like hard evidence to base decisions on. I trawled Internet
sites and found lots about men’s shaving preferences however the online bookbinding community is largely silent on the matter of which DE
blade works best for leather paring.
If it was just me I would shrug my shoulders, tell myself to stop being a
nerd and buy a packet of whatever is available. But I have been
developing a razor blade paring machine and I want to have an answer
to the question when I get asked ‘which blade should I use?’
As a result I have investigated razor blade manufacture, hardness,
sharpness, coatings and wear resistance. I have made some apparatus
based of ISO standard testing where available or invented my own tests
where no standard exists and I have analysed the results using standard
statistical techniques. As an individual of limited means and with other
demands on my time I have had to make compromises over which
blades to test and how much replication to use and still obtain a valid
analysis and a useful answer. Nevertheless I hope that the outcome will
be useful to anyone using a razor blade paring machine for bookbinding.

Methodology
The first stage was to build an understanding of the design,
manufacture and use of DE razor blades. This was done using Internet
resources. Further research was also needed in the testing for sharpness
and durability of razor and similar blades, including any international
standards.
An understanding of the requirements of the bookbinder in paring
leather is also required. I have a little personal experience and
conversations with others including professional binders was also
valuable in this regard.
To avoid a potentially huge testing schedule an initial selection of blades
likely to provide a good level of performance had to be made. Sources on
the Internet were consulted to determine which blades are, in the
opinion of the testers, likely to be sharp and wear resistant even though
these sources were universally referring to shaving, not paring. These
testers refer to ‘hard blades’ as suitable for shaving thick stubble and it
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was these blades that were used in the initial selection. Conversations
with bookbinders added a few more brands to the list including nonshaving blades made for industrial purposes.
Hardness (in the engineering sense of resistance to indentation) is
normally a good indication of the cutting ability of a tool so the first test
to be applied to each selected blade was hardness. This was done using
the impact of a diamond into the flat surface of a blade. Once sharpness
and wear tests were done it became clear that the hardness of the base
material of a razor blade is a poor indicator of its performance in
practice, but more on this later.
Most razor blades are treated with some form of coating to their cutting
edges in the factory. The nature of the coating is proprietary and usually
secret but will generally be a vapour-deposited material that either
forms a hard alloy with the base material or give a thin surface deposit
of a ceramic material. I do not have (nor can afford) the specialist
equipment necessary to test microscopic hardness so no hardness tests
were conducted on the blades’ cutting edges.
The sharpness of a blade and its ability to remain sharp are fundamental
requirements for paring leather although, importantly, I am not saying
that the sharpest blade is necessarily the best blade. Tests for sharpness
and wear resistance are therefore required. Fortunately there is an ISO
standard (ISO8442) to measure the sharpness of a cutting edge so
apparatus was constructed that used this standard. There is no standard
test for wear resistance when cutting leather so a system was devised
that represented as close as possible the cutting action during use: each
blade was used to pare a strip of leather for a fixed distance. Measuring
the sharpness of the blade before and after cutting indicated the wear.
Since the tests will have variability, replication was used in the
sharpness readings, however only one blade of each brand was tested.
This seems reasonable since the quality control during manufacturing is
quite high and variability from blade to blade consequently low.
Standard statistical analyses (ANOVA and t-test) were performed on the
data. In the interests of brevity only the results are presented here.

Selection of blades for testing
Comparisons in the performance of DE razor blades are understandably
focused on men shaving and are subjective. These results do not
translate to the bookbinder’s needs when paring leather where the
requirement to cut the skin is rather the opposite to that when shaving.
Nevertheless, in shaving jargon there are hard blades, medium blades
and soft blades. There is also reasonable consensus about brands of hard
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blades so these formed the initial selection. Conversations with
bookbinders added a few more brands to the list.
Some brands of blade are made in more than one factory on different
continents. This applies to Wilkinson Sword blades from India and from
Germany so both types were included in the tests.
Several of the brands come from the same factory but since different
heat treatment and coatings are used for individual brands the
originating factory is not an indication of the quality of a brand and was
not used as a selection criterion.
DE razor blades are developed for shaving to cater for a range of hair
and skin types. The exception to this is industrial blades manufactured
to the same dimensions but for a range of other uses. These can be
identified by not having the rather complex inner and outer profile of
the shaver’s blade but rather a plainer rectangular shape with three
5mm holes along the central axis – see Illustration 1. The standard
spacing of the 5mm holes makes them interchangeable with shaving
blades on machines that have locating pins for blade positioning. Three
industrial blades were tested: one sold specifically for paring leather
(Schärf-Fix), the others for a range of industrial processes (DurhamDuplex). One Durham-Duplex blade had a titanium nitride (TiN)
coating, which is frequently found in metal-cutting applications. The
other blade had a ceramic coating: this is generally used where lower
friction than TiN is desirable.

Illustration 1: Razor blade profiles. Top: the
industrial Durham-Duplex. Bottom: the
more familiar shaving blade, in this case the
Polsilver Iridium
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The blades tested were:
•

Astra Superior Platinum (Russia)

•

BIC Chrome Platinum (Greece)

•

Derby Extra (Russia)

•

Durham-Duplex TiN-coated (UK)

•

Durham-Duplex ceramic-coated (UK)

•

Feather (Japan)

•

Gillette Silver Blue (Russia)

•

Polsilver Super Iridium (Russia)

•

Schärf-Fix (Germany)

•

Wilkinson Sword (Germany)

•

Wilkinson Sword (India)

Blade hardness
All of the blades tested were stainless steel, though this term covers a
range of alloys with varying properties. The exact analysis of the metal
is not disclosed by manufacturers nor is its heat treatment but in the
best blades the steel not only goes through a heating and quenching
cycle to harden it but also a freezing cycle to refine the grain structure.
Furthermore the cutting edge will be treated with either a metallic or
ceramic vapour-deposited coating. These either create a super-hard
alloy metal edge or a super-hard coated edge. Once this hard coating is
worn away the blade is too blunt to use and must be disposed of; any
attempt to sharpen it will be sharpening the relatively soft metal core.
There is an interesting video on Youtube showing the manufacture of
razor blades: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e9PnTPIKd3g
For heat treated metals the Rockwell test is frequently used to
determine its hardness. This involves denting the surface of the metal
with a diamond and measuring the depth of penetration. Although this
test was performed on most of the blades in the test it turned out that
there is little relationship between the hardness of the base stainless
steel and the performance of the blade in the sharpness and wear tests.
Since all the blades are given some form of edge treatment there may be
a better relationship between hardness and performance if the hardness
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of the cutting edge were measured, but this would involve microscopic
tests not available to me.
Since the hardness of the blade steel proved relatively meaningless to
identifying blades for leather paring, hardness measurements were
abandoned and will not be reported here.

Blade Sharpness
It is a general rule that the softer the material to be cut the sharper the
blade needs to be. Leather, being relatively soft, needs a sharp edge and
it needs to stay sharp for as long as possible. As you will probably be
aware, leather is not a uniform product; there are soft, stretchy leathers
and there are stiffer, harder leathers. Each leather, even each skin,
responds to different blade sharpnesses. If you work with a range of
leathers you may need to use different blades since too sharp a blade
can be as problematic as a blunt blade.

Illustration 2: the unused edge of a BIC Chrome Platinum blade (the body of the blade
is at the bottom of the image)

Illustration 3: the unused edge of a Durham-Duplex TiN-coated blade. The yellowcoloured edge is due to the titanium nitride coating
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Illustration 4: the edge of an unused scalpel blade (type 10A) for comparison. Illustrations
2, 3 and 4 are at the same magnification

The standard test for blade sharpness is to measure how much force is
required, pressing down on the blade, to start a cut in a piece of soft
round plastic. As an edge is pressed onto the plastic the force rises until
the blade starts to cut at which point the force drops slightly. This peak
force is used as the measure of sharpness. Typical forces are in the order
of 1 to 10 Newtons for razors, scalpels and sharp knives. Illustrations 2 ,
3 & 4 show photographs of the edges of some blades taken at the same
magnification.
Apparatus was constructed using low-cost components on one of the
prototypes I had from developing the Felsted Skiver for leather paring.
Equipped with a 1kg load cell, a bridge amplifier and an Arduino
microprocessor the sharpness of razor blades could be measured.

Blade wear resistance
Most razor blades don’t last very long when paring leather, and this is
especially noticeable when the thickness of the leather is reduced and it
starts to stretch or tear. As there is no standard test for measuring the
wear of a blade I decided to pare a fixed length and thickness of leather
with each blade, measuring its sharpness before and after cutting.
Illustration 5 shows the edge of a blade after the 1-metre wear test had
been conducted.
The test used one strip of leather per blade (sheep hide in this case)
30mm wide x 250mm long, that was pared four times i.e. a 1-metre cut,
with a cut depth of 0.2mm on each pass. The leather strips were cut
from a large skin in an area judged to be uniform in stiffness and
thickness and free from faults.
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Illustration 5: the edge of a BIC Chrome Platinum blade after its wear test. Compare this
with Illustration 2, the same blade before its wear test.

One of the industrial blades, the Durham-Duplex Ceramic-coated, the
bluntest on test, actually became sharper during the 1-metre wear test;
this particular blade took 10 metres of paring to show significant wear.
The difference in sharpness between before and after paring is shown in
Table 2.

Cutting angle
The cutting edges of the test blades were inspected visually using a lowpowered microscope. The basic cutting angle of all blades was
approximately the same at 7° half-angle however a number of the
blades had a second and even a third bevel on them (see Illustration 6 ).
It was noticeable that the third bevel was a polished finish in each case,
which could account for the sharpness of the triple-bevelled blades
(Illustration 7 ). It is also likely that the third bevel is achieved by
polishing after the coating has been applied. Polishing away some of the
coating will reduce its wear resistance, a compromise that will vary with
brand.
I did not measure or correlate these angles against the blades’
performance but I have noted the number of bevels I observed out of
interest in Table 4. Nor did I measure the effect of changing the cutting
angle of the paring machine on the leather: this would be the subject of
a separate investigation.

Illustration 6: cross-sections of blades. Left:
single-bevel. Centre: double-bevel. Right: triplebevel
CC-BY-SA
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Illustration 7: the triple bevel of a BIC Chrome Platinum blade

Cost of blades
All the blades tested were bought in the UK via mail order except the
Durham-Duplex blades. Prices are in GBP, correct in October 2016, and
include any postal costs. A good source for DE shaving blades is eBay
where there is a number of UK suppliers. The Schärf-Fix blades are
available from Hewit & Sons Ltd. Durham-Duplex is a manufacturer
based in Sheffield, UK, but only supplies in minimum order quantities of
£75 plus delivery & VAT. The price I have given in Table 3 is for a blade
bought as a 10-pack (except the Durham-Duplex, which is based on the
100-blade price); this seems to be the fairest comparator. Of course if
you buy in larger quantities you should be able to get them cheaper.
Durham-Duplex were kind enough to provide me with free samples for
testing.
The amateur binder will not normally take into account the time it takes
to change a blade so to them what they pay for the blade will be the
actual cost, though they would probably be willing to pay more for a
blade that lasts longer.
A commercial binder who may get through hundreds of blades in a week
will take into account the time it takes to complete an operation, not
just the cost of the blade. In a large bindery there are likely to be
different blades and even different machines for different leathers, so
the costings become more complicated and individual.
I am not going to attempt cost analyses here but the choice of blade is
going to be tempered by the nature of the work and the environment it
is used in.
CC-BY-SA
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Results
Table 1
Sharpest blades when new
(the smaller the number, the
sharper the blade)

CC-BY-SA

BIC Chrome Platinum

0.63

Derby Extra

0.73

Polsilver Super Iridium

0.83

Wilkinson Sword (German)

0.87

Feather

0.90

Gillette Silver Blue

0.91

Astra Platinum

0.95

Wilkinson Sword (Indian)

1.20

Durham-Duplex TiN

1.31

Schärf-Fix

1.34

10A scalpel blade

1.75

Durham-Duplex Ceramic

4.87
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Table 2
Most wear-resistant blades (smaller
the number, the greater the wear
resistance. Zero would indicate no
wear)
Durham-Duplex Ceramic 1m

-0.3*

Durham-Duplex Ceramic 10m

1.0†

Feather

1.2

Wilkinson Sword (Indian)

1.3

Polsilver Super Iridium

1.7

Gillette Silver Blue

1.9

Schärf-Fix

2.1

Wilkinson Sword (German)

2.1

Derby Extra

2.5

Astra Platinum

2.6

BIC Chrome Platinum

2.9

Durham-Duplex TiN

3.7

* This blade became sharper during the paring of 1m of leather, hence
the negative number. Only when an extended test was performed did
this blade start to blunt.

† This test pared 10 metres of leather whereas all others were for 1
metre.
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Table 3
Cheapest blades (£/blade
based on 10-blade pack in
October 2016, UK prices)
Derby Extra

0.25

Astra Platinum

0.26

Polsilver Super Iridium

0.33

Wilkinson Sword (German)

0.33

BIC Chrome Platinum

0.38

Wilkinson Sword (Indian)

0.38

Feather

0.45

Gillette Silver Blue

0.50

Schärf-Fix

1.52

Durham-Duplex TiN

2.70‡

Durham-Duplex Ceramic

3.30‡

‡ this is the price per blade if you buy 100 blades

Table 4
Blade edge bevels
Number
of bevels
Astra Platinum

1

Durham-Duplex ceramic-
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coated

1

Durham-Duplex TiN-coated

1

Polsilver Super Iridium

1

Schärf-Fix

1

Wilkinson Sword (Indian)

1

Gillette Silver Blue

2

Wilkinson Sword (German)

2

BIC Chrome Platinum

3

Derby Extra

3

Feather

3
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Discussion of results
Table 1 ranks the blades for sharpness out-of–the–box. The difference
between adjacent blades is not great: you probably couldn’t tell the
difference if you tried paring with a Gillette Silver Blue then an Astra
Platinum but you would definitely know the difference between blades
at the top and the bottom of the table. If you tried a Schärf-Fix blade
after a BIC Chrome Platinum you would feel that the Schärf-Fix requires
noticeably more force to pull the leather with the same depth of cut. The
bluntest blade, the Durham-Duplex Ceramic, was initially very hard to
get started though after a little use it would bite into the leather more
readily.
The BIC Chrome Platinum has the sharpest edge – almost three times
sharper than a scalpel – however it is at the bottom of the list for wear
resistance (Table 2) so although you might want a packet for fine or thin
work (Illustration 8 shows this blade in a holder), you will be replacing
these blades frequently if you use them for regular paring.

Illustration 8: a BIC Chrome Platinum blade mounted in a shavette handle for use in
trimming onlay strips

With some leathers it can be a disadvantage having too sharp a blade as
the leather can snatch and tear. Although the less–sharp Schärf-Fix and
Durham-Duplex blades require more force to pull the leather, (I had to
put an extra clamp on my paring machine when I used the DurhamDuplex!), their edge quality and particularly the coating of the DurhamDuplex Ceramic makes the latter blade last a long, long time.
Unfortunately their cost can make them uneconomic even when the
time gained in less frequent replacement of blades is factored in.
The two biggest surprises for me were the great performance of the
cheap Polsilver Super Iridium blade and the notable difference between
CC-BY-SA
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the Wilkinson Sword blades from Germany and India. The Polsilver is a
nice blade but it is glued into its packaging, which is an irritation that
the Indian Wilkinson Sword blade, another excellent blade, doesn’t
suffer from. The Feather brand has excellent wear resistance, comes in a
plastic box that takes the old blades for safe disposal and is easy to
unwrap from it packaging. Although it costs a bit more, Feather is now
my personal blade of choice.
The only blade specifically sold for use when paring leather is the
Schärf-Fix. Rather surprisingly this is one of the least sharp blades and
requires more pull force (or a lighter cut) when paring. This blade is
slightly narrower than the other blades on test but this had no effect on
the test results here and only minor effect when in use. It is an
expensive blade though, so probably isn’t that cost effective compared
with, say, the Wilkinson Sword (Indian) especially for the amateur. The
Schärf-Fix performed identically to the Wilkinson Sword (German) in
the wear test and costs over 4 times the price so I’m not sure why you
would use Schärf-Fix unless there is some advantage when using it on
the Schärf-Fix paring machine that I’m not aware of. Still, if you want a
workhorse blade for paring leather down to say, 0.6 or 0.5mm for
hinges, the Schärf-Fix blade will do a good though expensive job
provided it is on a sturdy machine.
The stand-out blade for wear resistance is, of course, the DurhamDuplex Ceramic. Unfortunately it also stands out for its bluntness. If
only this blade were sharper but, as other manufacturers’ blades
demonstrate, if they were honed to a sharper edge this would remove
some of the coating and they wouldn’t last as long. Using the blade on
leather initially sharpened it and there was a noticeable reduction in the
pulling force needed once I had pared 1-2 metres of leather. After 3m of
paring the blade had returned to its original sharpness (or should I say
bluntness) from where it declined only slowly to the limit of my test
which was 10m of paring. Initially I could only get 0.5mm thick strips
with this blade but after a while I could get down to 0.3mm. This blade
might suit binders who need to pare a lot of leather quickly but not
someone wanting thin pieces for decoration. So, a great blade in the
right application and if you have a rigid enough machine to cope with
the forces involved.
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Conclusions
I set out to answer the question ‘which double-edged razor blade brand
should I use in my leather paring machine?’ And my simple answer is, if
you want one blade to cover most eventualities go for either the cheap
Polsilver Super Iridium or Wilkinson Sword (Indian). Or, if you are
happy to pay a little more for a long-lasting blade with its own safe
disposal box, buy Feather.

Illustration 9: These blades all work well on leather: Polsilver (Russian),
Wilkinson Sword (Indian), Feather (Japanese)

This is not the only answer and those who, for example, only work with
goat leather and don’t pare too thin might be better with a different
blade. Or you might be better with several brands for different
applications.
Two of the industrial blades, Schärf-Fix and Durham-Duplex TiNcoated, are hard to justify technically or from a cost point of view. The
third industrial blade, the Durham-Duplex Ceramic-coated could be
justified if the economics of changing a blade less frequently work for
you and if you are happy to live within its technical limitations – you
will have to buy them in bulk from the manufacturer though.
My analysis was on a small number of readings from a single blade of
each brand and on only one type of skin so experimental variability will
be higher than if a larger number of readings had been taken.
Nevertheless my practical use of the blades tends to bear out the results
so I’m happy to make them available to the bookbinding community.
Naturally you must interpret the results to suit your own use and
experience but I hope they provide you with a factual starting point.
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Licence
This document is made available under the Creative Commons licence
CC-BY-SA-4.0. This means I retain copyright but am making it freely
available for private or commercial use; you may edit, republish or
distribute it without charge provided you attribute the original work to
me. And if you edit or build on the work by, for example, conducting
additional tests you must also share these freely with the community
without charge under the same licence.
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